
HO LTP 2: MRI 

Training Objective 

Task:  Rehearse and finalize Platoon SOP for MRI  

Condition: Given the Blue Book, White Book, CTM, and the NCO Guide; a previously developed 
draft MRI SOP; and cadet rooms, some with planned discrepancies, some occupied, some 
unoccupied 

Standard:  Designated platoon chain of command members inspect room IAW established 
standards and platoon SOP, deficiencies are recorded, inspected cadets understand the MRI 
standard, and CTM is practiced throughout the process.  

Concept.  During the NCO Academy, PSGs received a block of instruction on inspections and were tasked 
with developing a platoon MRI SOP.  During this LTP, platoons will walk-through a MRI and finalize their 
SOP.  The LTP will consist of dissemination of information, a train-the-trainer session, and a certification 
phase.  TACs and cadets should specifically refer to Section 2.3 of the NCO Guide to prepare for this LTP.   

Time Schedule: 

1230-1245: Company formation at the letter, Commander and 1SG briefs the LTP plan and 
expectations for MRIs during the year, platoons break up into separate locations, and PLs and 
PSGs brief the platoon SOP and expectations for MRI (crawl) 

1245-13050: Cadets report to their rooms, PLs and PSGs conduct a train-the-trainer and 
practical application session with each squad leader and squad corporal using cadet rooms as 
training aids (walk) 

1305-1320: Each squad leader and squad corporal conducts a MRI of at least three rooms IAW 
the platoon SOP.  PLs and PSGs certify each squad leader and squad corporal using the grade 
sheet. 

Instructor Notes: 

At least two days before the LTP, TACs should have each platoon leader backbrief him on the draft 
platoon MRI SOP and give him a paper copy of it.  TACs should also ensure that each platoon has a 
sufficient sample of rooms with known deficiencies to facilitate training and that platoons have 
preprinted the necessary Grade Sheets.   

  



HO LTP 2 Grade Sheet (Annotate each subtask with GO or NO GO and comment as appropriate)  

Expectations:  

Inspector knocks, queries “all clear?”, identifies him- or herself, and enters the room.  

Inspector greets the room occupants and states his or her reason and purpose of entering their room.  

Skills:  

Inspector identifies all Class II violations.  

Inspector identifies at least 80% of all Class III violations.  

Feedback:  

If the occupant is present, the inspector orally communicates his or her findings as he or she progresses 
through the inspection.  

If the occupant is not present, the inspector leaves a note outlining the findings.  

If required by platoon SOP, the inspector completes the Room Inspection Log or any other feedback 
documentation. 

Consequences:  

Based on the performance, the inspector provides the appropriate oral or written correction or praise.  

The inspector either demonstrates by modelling and explanation to the trainer that he or she can 
correctly fill out a PR on CAS. 

Growth:  

The inspector effectively communicates to the occupants how they can improve substandard 
performance and sustain above standard performance.  

The inspector provides some word of encouragement or motivation at the conclusion of the inspection. 


